Abstract-Jython is a Java based Python implementation and the most seamless way to integrate Python and Java. However, it does not support native extensions written for CPython like NumPy or SciPy. Since most scientific Python code fundamentally depends on exactly such native extensions directly or indirectly, it usually cannot be run with Jython. JyNI (Jython Native Interface) aims to close this gap. It is a layer that enables Jython users to load native CPython extensions and access them from Jython the same way as they would do in CPython. In order to leverage the JyNI functionality, you just have to put it on the Java classpath when Jython is launched. It neither requires you to recompile the extension code, nor to build a customized Jython fork. That means, it is binary compatible with existing extension builds.
INTRODUCTION
is a compatibility layer with the goal to enable [JYTHON] to use native CPython extensions like NumPy or SciPy. This way we aim to enable scientific Python code to run on Jython.
Since Java is rather present in industry, while Python is more present in science, JyNI is an important step to lower the cost of using scientific code in industrial environments.
Because of the complexity of the Python C-API, the task of developing JyNI revealed to be a true challenge. Especially the frequent occurrence of preprocessor macros in the public C-API allows for no naive approaches like directly delegating every C-API call to Jython. It turned out, that most built-in types need individual fixes, considerations and adjustments to allow seamless integration with Jython.
There have been similar approaches for other Python implementations, namely [IRONCLAD] for IronPython and [CPYEXT] for PyPy. As far as we know, these suffer from equal difficulties as JyNI and also did not yet reach a satisfying compatibility level for current Python versions.
Another interesting work is NumPy4J [NP4J] , which provides Java interfaces for NumPy by embedding the CPython interpreter. It features automatic conversion to Java suitable types and thus allows easy integration with other Java frameworks. A more general approach is Jepp [JEPP] , which also works via embedding the CPython interpreter. It also includes conversion methods between basic Python and Java types, but is not specifically NumPy-aware.
However, none of these approaches aims for integration with Jython. In contrast to that, JyNI is entirely based on Jython. Though large parts are derived from CPython, the main Python runtime is provided by Jython and JyNI delegates most C-API calls to Jython directly or indirectly (i.e. some objects are mirrored natively, so calls to these can be processed entirely on native side, syncing the results with Jython afterwards; see implementation section for details).
USAGE
Thanks to Jython's hooking capabilities, it is sufficient to place JyNI.jar on the classpath (and some native libraries on the library path) when Jython is launched. Then Jython should "magically" be able to load native extensions, as far as the needed Python C-API is already implemented by JyNI. No recompilation, no forking -it just works with original Jython and original extensions (up to version compatibility; see the versioning notes at the end of this section).
Note that the naive way does not actually set the classpath for Jython: Usually the JVM does not look for native library files on the classpath. To ease the configuration, we built into JyNI's initializer code that it also searches for native libraries on the classpath. Alternatively you can place libJyNI.so and libJyNI-loader.so anywhere the JVM finds them, i.e. on the java library path (java.library.path) or the system's library path (LD_LIBRARY_PATH).
To get an impression of JyNI, proceed as described in the following subsection.
Instructions to run JyNIDemo.py
• Go to [JyNI] , select the newest release in the download section and get the sources and binaries appropriate for your system (32 or 64 bit). Be sure to use Jython 2.7 (beta) or newer. If you are not using the Jython stand-alone version, make sure that Jython's Libfolder is on the Python path.
Versioning note
JyNI's version consists of two parts. The first part (currently 2.7) indicates the targeted API version. Your Jython should meet this version if you intend to use it with JyNI. For extensions, the API version means that a production release of JyNI would be able to load any native extension that a CPython distribution of the same version (and platform) can load. Of course, this is an idealistic goal -there will always remain some edgy, maybe exotic API-aspects JyNI won't be able to support.
The second part of the JyNI version (currently alpha.2.1) indicates the development status. As long as it contains "alpha" or "beta", one can't expect that the targeted API version is already met. Once out of beta, we will maintain this version part as a third index of the targeted API version (i.e. JyNI 2.7.x).
CAPABILITIES
JyNI is currently available for Linux only. Once it is sufficiently complete and stable, we will work out a cross platform version compilable on Windows, Mac OS X and others. The following built-in types are already supported:
• 
IMPLEMENTATION
To create JyNI we took the source code of CPython 2.7 and stripped away all functionality that can be provided by Jython and is not needed for mirroring objects (see below). We kept the interface unchanged and implemented it to delegate calls to Jython via JNI and vice versa. The most difficult thing is to present JNI jobject s from Jython to extensions such that they look like PyObject * from Python (C-API). For this task, we use the three different approaches explained below, depending on the way a native type is implemented.
In this section, we assume that the reader is familiar with the Python [C-API] and has some knowledge about the C programming language, especially about the meaning of pointers and memory allocation.
Python wraps Java
The best integration with Jython is obtained, if PyObject * is only a stub that delegates all its calls to Jython (figure 3) . This is only possible, if Jython features a suitable counterpart of the PyObject (i.e. some subclass of org.python.core.PyObject with similar name, methods and functionality).
Further, there must not exist macros in the official C-API that directly access the PyObject's memory. Consequently, one cannot use tp_dictoffset to obtain the object's dictionary or offset from PyMemberDef to access the object's members. Since members are usually only accessed via generic getter or setter methods that also look for a PyGetSetDef with the right name, we usually re-implement the members as get-sets. Also the dictionary access is usually performed in methods we can safely rewrite to versions that get the dictionary from Jython.
Examples for this method are PyDict, PySlice and PyModule.
The cases where this approach fails are
• if Jython features no corresponding type • if the Python C-API features macros to access the Object's memory directly We deal with these cases in the following.
Mirroring objects
If the Python C-API provides macros to access an object's data, we cannot setup the object as a stub, because the stub would not provide the memory positions needed by the macros. To overcome this issue, we mirror the object if its C-API features such direct access macros (figure 4).
Examples, where this approach is successfully applied are PyTuple, PyList, PyString, PyInt, PyLong, PyFloat and PyComplex.
The difficulty here is to provide a suitable synchronization between the counterparts. If the CPython object is modified by C code, these changes must be reflected immediately on Jython side. The problem here is, that such changes are not reported; they must be detected. Performing the synchronization when the C call returns to Jython is only suitable, if no multiple threads exist. However, most of the affected objects are immutable anyway, so an initial data synchronization is sufficient.
PyList is an example for an affected object that is mutable via a macro. For PyList, we perform an individual solution. The Jython class org.python.core.PyList uses a variable of type java.util.List (which is an interface) to store its backend. We wrote a wrapper, that provides access to the memory of the C struct of PyListObject and implements the java.util.List interface on Java side. If a PyList is mirrored, we replace its backend by our wrapper. If it was initially created on the Jython side, we insert all its elements into the C counterpart on initialization.
PyCell and PyByteArray are other examples that need mirror mode, but are mutable. However, we have rough ideas how to deal with them, but since they are not used by NumPy, we don't put priority on implementing them.
Java wraps Python
If Jython provides no counterpart of an object type, the two approaches described above are not feasible. Typically, this occurs, if an extension natively defines its own PyType objects, but there are also examples for this in the original Python C-API. If the types were previously known, we could simply implement Jython counterparts for them and apply one of the two approaches above. However, we decided to avoid implementing new Jython objects if possible and solve this case with a general approach. PyCPeer extends org.python.core.PyObject and redirects the basic methods to a native PyObject * (figure 5). The corresponding PyObject * pointer is tracked as a java long in PyCPeer. Currently PyCPeer supports attribute access by delegating __findattr_ex__, which is the backend method for all attribute accessing methods in Jython (i.e. __findattr__ and __getattr__ in all variants). Further, PyCPeer delegates the methods __str__, __repr__ and __call__. A more exhaustive support is planned. PyCPeerType is a special version of PyCPeer that is suited to wrap a natively defined PyType.
Let's go through an example. If you execute the Python code "x = foo.bar", Jython compiles it equivalently to the Java call "x = foo.__getattr__("bar");". If foo is a PyCPeer wrapping a native PyObject * , Java's late binding would call __findattr_ex__("bar") implemented in PyCPeer. Via the native method JyNI.getAttrString(long peerHandle, String name) the call is delegated to JyNI_getAttrString in JyNI.c and then finally to PyObject_GetAttrString in object.c. To convert arguments and return values between Java jobject and CPython PyObject * , we use the conversion methods JyNI_JythonPyObject_FromPyObject and JyNI_PyObject_FromJythonPyObject (see next section). Our version of PyObject_GetAttrString falls back to the original CPython implementation, if it is called with a PyCPeer or a mirrored object. A flag in the corresponding JyObject (see next section) allows to detect these cases.
An example from the C-API that needs the approach from this section is PyCFunction.
Object lookup
Every mentioned approach involves tying a jobject to a PyObject * . To resolve this connection as efficiently as possible, we prepend an additional header before each PyObject in memory. If a PyGC_Head is present, we prepend our header even before that, as illustrated in figure 6 . In the source, this additional header is called JyObject and defined as follows:
typedef struct { jobject jy; unsigned short flags; JyAttribute * attr; } JyObject; jy is the corresponding jobject, flags indicates which of the above mentioned approaches is used, whether a PyGC_Head is present, initialization state and synchronization behavior. attr is a linked list containing void pointers for various purpose. However, it is intended for rare use, so a linked list is a sufficient data structure with minimal overhead. A JyObject can use it to save pointers to data that must be deallocated along with the JyObject. Such pointers typically arise when formats from Jython must be converted to a version that the original PyObject would have contained natively.
To reserve the additional memory, allocation is adjusted wherever it occurs, e.g. when allocations inline as is the case for number types. The adjustment also occurs in PyObject_Malloc. Though this method might not only be used for PyObject allocation, we always prepend space for a JyObject. We regard this slight overhead in nonPyObject cases as preferable over potential segmentation fault if a PyObject is created via PyObject_NEW or PyObject_NEW_VAR. For these adjustments to apply, an extension must be compiled with the WITH_PYMALLOC flag activated. Otherwise several macros would direct to the raw C methods malloc, free, etc., where the neccessary extra memory would not be reserved. So an active WITH_PYMALLOC flag is crucial for JyNI to work. However, it should be not much effort to recompile affected extensions with an appropriate WITH_PYMALLOC flag value.
Statically defined PyType objects are treated as a special case, as their memory is not dynamically allocated. We resolve them simply via a lookup table when converting from jobject to PyObject * and via a name lookup by Java reflection if converting the other way. PyType objects dynamically allocated on the heap are of course not subject of this special case and are treated like usual PyObject s (the Py_TPFLAGS_HEAPTYPE flag indicates this case).
The macros AS_JY(o) and FROM_JY(o), defined in JyNI.h, perform the necessary pointer arithmetics to get the JyObject header from a PyObject * and vice versa. They are not intended for direct use, but are used internally by the high-level conversion functions described below, as these also consider special cases like singletons or PyType objects.
The other lookup direction is done via a hash map on the Java side. JyNI stores the PyObject * pointers as Java Long objects and looks them up before doing native calls. It then directly passes the pointer to the native method.
The high-level conversion functions 
Global interpreter lock (GIL)
The global interpreter lock is a construction in CPython that prevents multiple threads from running Python code in the same process. It is usually acquired when the execution of a Python script begins and released when it ends. However, a native extension and some parts of native CPython code can release and re-acquire it by inserting the Py_BEGIN_ALLOW_THREADS and Py_END_ALLOW_THREADS macros. This way, an extension can deal with multiple threads and related things like input events (f.i. Tkinter needs this). In contrast to that, Jython does not have a GIL and allows multiple threads at any time, using Java's threading architecture. Since native extensions were usually developed for CPython, some of them might rely on the existence of a GIL and might produce strange behaviour if it was missing. So JyNI features a GIL to provide most familiar behaviour to loaded extensions. To keep the Java parts of Jython GIL-free and have no regression to existing multithreading features, the JyNI GIL is only acquired when a thread enters native code and released when it enters Java code again -either by returning from the native call or by performing a Java call to Jython code. Strictly speaking, it is not really global (thus calling it "GIL" is a bit misleading), since it only affects threads in native code. While there can always be multiple threads in Java, there can only be one thread in native code at the same time (unless the above mentioned macros are used). 
A REAL-WORLD EXAMPLE: TKINTER
To present a non-trivial example, we refere to Tkinter, one of the most popular GUI frameworks for Python. There has already been an approach to make Tkinter available in Jython, namely jTkinter -see [JTK] . However, the last update to the project was in 2000, so it is rather outdated by now and must be considered inactive.
Since release alpha.2.1, JyNI has been tested successfully on basic Tkinter code. We load Tkinter from the place where it is usually installed on Linux: Label(root, text="Welcome to JyNI Tkinter-Demo!").pack() Entry(root, textvariable=txt).pack() Button (root, text="print text", command=print_text) .pack() Button (root, text="print timestamp", command=print_time_stamp) .pack() Button(root, text="Quit", command=root.destroy).pack()
root.mainloop()
Note that the demonstration also runs with CPython in principle. To make this possible, we perform from java.lang import System inside the method body of print_time_stamp rather than at the beginning of the file. Thus, only the button "print timestamp" would produce an error, since it performs Java calls. In a Jython/JyNI environment, the button prints the current output of java.lang.System.currentTimeMillis() to the console (see figure 7) .
ANOTHER EXAMPLE: THE D A T E T I M E MODULE
As a second example, we refere to the datetime module. Jython features a Java-based version of that module, so this
does not yet pay off in new functionality. However, supporting the original native datetime module is a step toward NumPy, because it features a public C-API that is needed by NumPy. The following code demonstrates how JyNI can load the original datetime module. Note that we load it from the place where it is usually installed on Linux. To overwrite the Jython version, we put the new path to the beginning of the list in sys.path:
To verify that the original module is loaded, we print out the __doc__ string. It must read "Fast implementation of the datetime type.". If JyNI works as excpected, the output is:
Fast implementation of the datetime type. 2013-11-03 20:30:45 datetime.datetime(2013, 11, 3, 20, 30, 45) <type 'datetime.datetime'>
ROADMAP
The main goal of JyNI is compatibility with NumPy and SciPy, since these extensions are of most scientific importance. Since NumPy has dependencies on several other extensions, we will have to ensure compatibility with these extensions first. Among these are ctypes and datetime (see previous section). In order to support ctypes, we will have to support the PyWeakRef object.
Garbage Collection
Our first idea to provide garbage collection for native extensions, was to adopt the original CPython garbage collector source and use it in parallel with the Java garbage collector. The CPython garbage collector would be responsible to collect mirrored objects, native stubs and objects created by native extensions. The stubs would keep the corresponding objects alive by maintaining a global reference. However, this approach does not offer a clean way to trace reference cycles through Java/Jython code (even pure Java Jython objects can be part of reference cycles keeping native objects alive forever).
To obtain a cleaner solution, we plan to setup an architecture that makes the native objects subject to Java's garbage collector. The difficulty here is that Java's mark and sweep algorithm only traces Java objects. When a Jython object is collected, we can use its finalizer to clean up the corresponding C-PyObject (mirrored or stub), if any. To deal with native PyObject s that don't have a corresponding Java object, we utilize JyGCHead s (some minimalistic Java objects) to track them and clean them up on finalization. We use the visitproc mechanism of original CPython's garbage collection to obtain the reference connectivity graph of all relevant native PyObject s. We mirror this connectivity in the corresponding JyGCHead s, so that the Java garbage collector marks and sweeps them according to native connectivity.
A lot of care must be taken in the implementation details of this idea. For instance, it is not obvious, when to update the connectivity graph. So a design goal of the implementation is to make sure that an outdated connectivity graph can never lead to the deletion of still referenced objects. Instead, it would only delay the deletion of unreachable objects. Another issue is that the use of Java finalizers is discouraged for various reasons. An alternative to finalizers are the classes from the package java.lang.ref. We would have JyGCHead extend PhantomReference and register all of them to a ReferenceQueue. A deamon thread would be used to poll references from the queue as soon as the garbage collector enqueues them. For more details on Java reference classes see [JREF] .
Cross-Platform support
We will address cross-platform support when JyNI has reached a sufficiently stable state on our development platform. At least we require rough solutions for the remaining gaps. Ideally, we focus on cross-platform support when JyNI is capable of running NumPy.
LICENSE
JyNI is released under the GNU [GPL] version 3. To allow for commercial use, we add the classpath exception [GPL_EXC] like known from GNU Classpath to it.
We were frequently asked, why not LGPL, respectively what the difference to LGPL is. In fact, the GPL with classpath exception is less restrictive than LGPL. [GPL_EXC] states this as follows: The LGPL would additionally require you to "allow modification of the portions of the library you use". For C/C++ libraries this especially requires distribution of the compiled .o-files from the pre-linking stage. Further you would have to allow "reverse engineering (of your program and the library) for debugging such modifications".
